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A number of new optical effects that result from degenerate four-wave mixing in transparent optical media are pro-
posed and analyzed. The applications are relevant to time-reversed (phase-conjugated) propagation as well as to
a new mode of parametric oscillation.

The purpose of this Letter is to examine briefly the
consequences of a certain class of four-wave mixing.
This mixing involves two intense pun-p waves E1 and
EB of the same frequency w traveling in opposite di-
rections and two "weak" waves E 3 and E4 of the same
frequency w, which aiso travel in opposition to each
other but along a direction different from that of E1 and
E2 . The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The fields are taken as plane waves
1Ei(r, t) = 2Ai(ri)ei(wt-ki r) + c.c.
2

with ri the distance along ki. We thus have

E1 + k2 - 0, k 3 + k4 = 0.
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Fig. 1. Four-wave mixing geometry (assuming nondepleting
pump waves).

(2)

The nonlinear polarization coupling the waves is of
the type1

p(NL)(W4 = l + W2 - W3)

= 2 xAlA2A3* expli[w 4t -(k 1 + k2 - k3 ) -

p(NL)(W3 = WI + C2 - w 4) = P(NL)(w = w + w - w)

= xA1 A2 A4 * expli[w 3t -(k 1 + k2 - k4 ) *r]. (3)

We consider a medium with a nonlinear susceptibility
x occupying the space 0 < z < L. We are interested in
the spatial evolution of waves A3 and A4 when subject
to the pumping by A1 and A2.

We apply the standard 2 -4 methods of nonlinear optics
to solve the wave equation

V E + 2E = _ 4 -p(NL)VXVXE+2- pNL~2at2
- 2 at2 (4)

and, neglecting the depletion of A1 and A2, obtain

dz 3 = i-xAiA 2A4* expl-i(k 1 + k2 - k3 -k4)-r

= ix* A 4*,

dA,*
dA = ixA 3, (5)

took the z direction as that of k4 , and used the adiabatic
approximation

|dz2 << | k d I|
dZ2 I Kdz 

The complex coupling constant x is given by

X* =-2wXA A 9._ 
2 w (6)

If we specify the complex amplitudes A:3(L) and A4(0)
of the two weak waves at their respective input planes
(z = L, z = 0), the solution of Eq. (5) is

A 3 (Z) = cs (L) + i x* sin l x (z - L) A4* (0),
cos 3 (L ) I cosjxIL

A4 *(z) = i ni Iz A (L) + coslxl(z - L) A (
x* coslxjL coslxlL

(7)

An especially interesting case is that of a single input
A4 (0) at z = 0. In this case the reflected wave at the
input (z = 0) is

A3(0) = -i ( I-tanIxIL)A 4*(0),

while at the output (z = L),

A 4* (L) = A 4* (0)
cos x1Lwhere we used the fact that k1 + k2 = 0, k3 + k4 = 0,

(8)

(9)
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Fig. 2. Intensity distributions of the input power (P4 ) and
the conjugate field power (P 3 ) as a function of Ix1z near os-
cillation condition (}xlL = 7r/2).

We note that for 7r/4 < Ix IL < 3r/4,

IA3(0)1 > |A4 (0)I, (10)

and the reflected wave amplitude exceeds that of the
input. The device acts as a reflection amplifier. The
transmitted wave IA4(L)I exceeds the input IA 4(0)1
under all conditions.

When

IxiL = 7r/2,

A3(0) = _ A 4*(L) 1

A4 *(0) A4 *(0)

which corresponds to oscillation. The four-wave mixing
process, in analogy to a backward parametric oscillator,5

is capable of oscillation without mirror feedback.
The field distribution near the oscillation condition

is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Phase conjugation and amplification are also possible

under conditions of three-wave backward parametric
amplification in crystals. 5 A fundamental difference
between the three-wave mixing process and the four-
wave process described here is that the former depends
on phase matching and the latter does not [note that the
sum k, + k2 - k3- k4 in the exponents of Eq. (5) is
identically zero]. This difference leads to a number of
important practical considerations: (1) The three-wave
mixing process is limited in practice to crystals of very
large birefringence and to large ratios of input and
output frequencies-both conditions being necessary
to overcome the "unnatural" phase matching condi-
tion.5 (2) Because of its freedom from the need for
phase matching, the four-wave phase mixing process
can be used to amplify wavefronts of arbitrary com-
plexity.

To prove the last statement we take the input field
A4 in the form of an arbitrary superposition of plane
waves using a Fourier expansion

A4(x, y, z) = SA4(k, z) eik rd 2k 1
= fA4(-kI, z) e-ikLrd 2k 1, (12)

while the output field is taken as
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A 3(x, y, z) = fA 3 (kI, z) elks r d2k1 . (13)

Choosing the pump beams AI and A2 as plane waves
traveling in opposition to each other along the same
arbitrary direction,'we obtain by substituting Eqs. (12)
and (13) in the wave equation (4) and after some rear-
rangement

d A3(k,,z) =z-i l)

+ ix*A4*(-k 1 , z),

dA 4*(-kj, z)
az

= 0-i A4*(-k±, z) + ixAI(kj, z), (14)
47r

where x is given by Eq. (6) and k = (X/c) n.
A specified input phase front at z = 0 amounts to

specifying A4 *(-kI, 0). Since no mixing takes place
at z > L, we take the reflected field A3 (kI, L) to be zero
at the output z = L. With these boundary conditions,
the solution to Ec. (14) is

A3 (kI, z)

ie-iXI2 Z/4r ( II 4(k 1 , 0) sin lxI (z -L),
4 (-! = 1(cos xL

A4*(-k I, z) = e-iX± I2 Z/47rA4 * (-k I, 0)

cosIxl(z - L)
cos IxIL

(15)

At the input to the nonlinear medium, z = 0, we thus
have

A3(k 1, 0) = -i (f-lltan IxIL) A4*(-k 1,O), (16)

which shows that the individual plane wave components
of the arbitrary wavefronts behave as in the plane wave
case except that each k 1 component of the output beam
A3 couples directly to the -kj component of the input
wave A4. It is now a straightforward, though formal,
procedure to show, using the uniqueness property of
linear parabolic differential equations, that the relation
of Eq. (16) in conjunction with Eqs. (4) and (13) sig-
nifies
A3(x,y,z <0)

- -i[(fltanixIL)] A4*(x,y,z <0), (17)

so that an arbitrarily complex incident wavefront A4
gives rise, at z < 0, to a reflected and amplified field A:l,
which is everywhere the complex conjugate of A4. The
complex conjugate nature of the reflected wave is im-
portant in phase-distortion correction.6 '7 Equation (17)
in the limit of lxiL << 1 has been obtained by Hell-
warth. 8 His analysis, which was limited to ixiL << 1,
does not reveal the possibility of amplification of os-
cillation.

We have shown above that oscillation results when
I xl L = 7r/2. This condition is most likely to be satisfied
when the waves A3 and A4 are parallel to the input
waves AI and A2 , since this is the direction of maximum
beam overlap. This, however, is the direction of least
interest, since the "output" waves A3 and A4 will be
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Fig. 3. Four-wave mixing utilizing external mirror of re-
flectivity R3 , which provides preferred direction for oscilla-
tion.

= 7r/4, which is lower by a factor of 2 than that of the
no-mirror case. The presence of an external mirror
thus defines the path of lowest threshold.

In summary: We have a new class of optical effects
that can be achieved by degenerate four-photon mixing.
These include amplified reflection, transmission, phase
conjugation, and oscillation. A more detailed analysis
as well as numerical considerations will be given in a
separate publication.
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degenerate in their directions as well as their frequencies
with the "pump" waves AI and A2-

To solve this problem we may add a single reflector
along some arbitrary direction, as shown in Fig. 3. It
follows directly from Eq. (7) and the boundary condition
imposed by the mirror that the oscillation condition in
Eq. (11) is now replaced by

ixiL = tan-' (1/ir) , (18)

where I r 12 is the reflectivity of the mirror. For a mirror
with near-unity reflectivity, oscillation occurs at IxIL
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